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Abstract
Osteoporosis is characterized by reduced bone mineral density (BMD) and increased fracture risk. Fat mass is a determinant
of bone strength and both phenotypes have a strong genetic component. In this study, we examined the association
between obesity associated polymorphisms (SNPs) with body composition, BMD, Ultrasound (QUS), fracture and biomarkers
(Homocysteine (Hcy), folate, Vitamin D and Vitamin B12) for obesity and osteoporosis. Five common variants: rs17782313
and rs1770633 (melanocortin 4 receptor (MC4R); rs7566605 (insulin induced gene 2 (INSIG2); rs9939609 and rs1121980 (fat
mass and obesity associated (FTO) were genotyped in 2 cohorts of Swedish women: PEAK-25 (age 25, n = 1061) and OPRA
(age 75, n = 1044). Body mass index (BMI), total body fat and lean mass were strongly positively correlated with QUS and
BMD in both cohorts (r2 = 0.2–0.6). MC4R rs17782313 was associated with QUS in the OPRA cohort and individuals with the
minor C-allele had higher values compared to T-allele homozygotes (TT vs. CT vs. CC: BUA: 100 vs. 103 vs. 103; p = 0.002);
(SOS: 1521 vs. 1526 vs. 1524; p = 0.008); (Stiffness index: 69 vs. 73 vs. 74; p = 0.0006) after adjustment for confounders. They
also had low folate (18 vs. 17 vs. 16; p = 0.03) and vitamin D (93 vs. 91 vs. 90; p = 0.03) and high Hcy levels (13.7 vs 14.4 vs.
14.5; p = 0.06). Fracture incidence was lower among women with the C-allele, (52% vs. 58%; p = 0.067). Variation in MC4R
was not associated with BMD or body composition in either OPRA or PEAK-25. SNPs close to FTO and INSIG2 were not
associated with any bone phenotypes in either cohort and FTO SNPs were only associated with body composition in PEAK25 (p#0.001). Our results suggest that genetic variation close to MC4R is associated with quantitative ultrasound and risk of
fracture.
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cardiovascular disease and diabetes and a strong correlation
between these biomarkers with BMI has been reported [7–10].
Elevated levels of Hcy and low levels of vitamin D are strong and
independent risk factors for osteoporotic fracture risk [11,12].
Studies have shown that variation in diet and life style modulate
Hcy, folate and vitamin B12 [13,14], all of which are important
components in intermediary metabolism. Elevated Hcy levels have
been associated with detrimental effects on bone metabolism,
however, whether Hcy and other biochemical parameters play a
causal role or act as markers for other mechanisms underlying
these pathologies is unclear [15].
The complex relationship between fat cells and bone has been
under intense scrutiny. Adipocytes and osteoblasts share a
common progenitor, the pluripotent mesenchymal stem cell, and
there is a degree of plasticity between the two cell types [16–19].
Differentiation to a particular lineage is regulated by numerous
transcription factors and with increasing age there is a shift away

Introduction
Osteoporosis and obesity are both multifactorial disorders that in
recent years have become major public health problems. At one
time considered to be mutually exclusive, it is now recognized that
these conditions share many genetic and environmental risk factors
and are linked to each other through a number of complex
regulatory pathways [1,2]. Epidemiological studies have shown that
increased body weight is positively associated with bone mass, while
low body weight is a risk factor for bone loss and osteoporosis [3].
The positive effect of body weight on bone mass may be attributable
to a number of factors: increased mechanical load which has an
anabolic effect on bone [4]; conversion of steroid precursors to
estrogen in peripheral adipose tissue [5] or through the secretion of
bone active hormones from b-cells in the pancreas and adipocytes
themselves [6]. Homocysteine (Hcy), vitamin B12, vitamin D and
folate are biomarkers for a number of pathologies including
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exactly 75 and prospectively followed for 10 years and the PEAK25 cohort consisting of 1061 women all aged exactly 25. Details of
the two cohorts have been published [45,46]. Participants gave
written informed consent and the study was approved by the
Regional Ethical Review Board in Lund according to the Helsinki
agreement.

from osteoblast towards adipocyte production [19] which in
conjunction with increased osteoclast function may lead to
osteoporosis [20].
At the genetic level a number of association studies have identified
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) close to genes contributing
to both osteoporosis and body composition [21–30]. To date, few
bivariate genome-wide association studies (GWAS) for osteoporosis
and obesity have been performed [31] although GWAS for obesity
and its associated pathological outcomes have identified a number of
SNPs close to genes expected to also play an important role in bone
metabolism [31]. In the current study, we selected five SNPs
identified through GWAS: rs17782313_MC4R; rs1770633_MC4R;
rs7566605_INSIG2; rs9939609_FTO and rs1121980_FTO.
The FTO gene is highly expressed in the hypothalamus and is
involved in energy homeostasis through the control of energy
expenditure [32]. Located on chromosome 16, the FTO gene has
nine exons and spans more than 400 kb. The SNPs associated
with BMI in the GWAS lie in the first intron that harbors a region
highly conserved across different species [33]. Individuals with the
rs9939609 variant allele were shown to have a 31% increased risk
per variant allele, of developing obesity [34,35]. Variation in the
FTO gene has been analyzed for association with BMD in a
number of populations including children and adults [36] and in a
mouse knockout model, BMD was lower in the FTO knockout
compared to controls [37].
The MC4R gene on chromosome 18 encodes the MC4 protein,
a G-protein coupled receptor that plays a major role in the central
regulation of body weight through maintaining energy homeostasis
and the suppression of food intake [38]. Genetic variation in the
MC4R gene has been identified as responsible for monogenic
forms of obesity [39]. In a GWAS by Loos et al., SNPs present in
the intergenic region upstream of MC4R were associated with BMI
[33]. Patients deficient in MC4R have been reported to have
increased BMD and decreased bone resorption [40], while genetic
variation has been evaluated for association with bone mass, but
only in children [41].
The INSIG2 gene has been reported to be associated with
increased risk of obesity [42]. SNP rs7566605, located 10 kb
upstream of the INSIG2 gene transcription start site, was associated
with fat mass. INSIG2 is a candidate gene for increased BMI; it
binds to the sterol regulatory element-binding protein complex
(SREBP) and reduces the activity of cholesterol and fatty acid
synthesis in the endoplasmic reticulum [43]. Although variation in
the INSIG2 gene has recently identified in a GWAS for BMD [44],
it has not been yet fully explored.
The rationale for our study was to comprehensively evaluate the
association between selected obesity associated polymorphisms
and aspects of bone strength, a complex trait not captured by
BMD alone. Since the skeletal fragility associated with osteoporosis
reflects reduced bone quality as well as quantity, we have assessed
micro-architectural properties of bone, bone geometry and longterm fracture risk in addition to BMD and body composition.
Furthermore, in order to understand the mechanisms underlying
these associations, we have also evaluated the association between
these polymorphisms and biomarkers for obesity and bone mass.
By studying two differently aged cohorts we have evaluated agerelated differences in the contribution of obesity associated
polymorphisms with bone phenotypes.

Measurement of Bone Phenotypes and Body
Composition Using DXA
Bone mineral density (g/cm2) at the femoral neck (FN), lumbar
spine (LS) and total body (TB) was measured using dual-energy xray absorptiometry (Lunar Prodigy: PEAK-25; Lunar DPX-L:
OPRA (Lunar Corporation, Madison, WI, USA)). Fat and lean
mass for total body (TB) and trunk were also measured using the
same instrument. Calibrations were performed daily using a
phantom supplied by the manufacturer. Precision error (coefficient
of variation) for DXA scanning was 0.94%, 1.45%, 4.01% for TB,
LS and FN respectively in the OPRA cohort [47] and 0.90% and
0.65% for FN and LS respectively in PEAK-25 [48]. For the
OPRA cohort, all measurements at baseline were performed using
the same instrument, while analyses of scans were made with
software versions 1.33 and 1.35.
Hip geometry was assessed only in the OPRA cohort by
employing the software provided by LunarH (Lunar Corporation,
WI, USA) for the DPX-L scanner. The following phenotypes were
analyzed: Hip Axis Length (mm); femoral neck width (mm); Cross
Sectional Moment of Inertia [CSMI] (Cm4) and Section Modulus
[SM] (Cm3). To minimize variability, all variables were analyzed
by a single operator. The coefficient of variation for these
measurements was between 0.6 and 3.7% [49].
Ultrasound measurements (Speed of Sound (SOS) (m/s)),
Broadband Ultrasound Attenuation ((BUA) (dB/MHz)) and
Stiffness Index (SI)) were performed on the right calcaneus using
the Lunar Achilles (R) system (Lunar Corporation Madison, WI,
USA) to assess bone quality in both cohorts. The precision was
1.5% for derivatives of BUA and SOS [50]. Daily calibrations
were made to control the long-term stability of the apparatus.

Fracture Ascertainment
In the PEAK-25 cohort the fracture incidence is low, therefore
fracture data was analyzed only in the OPRA cohort. Selfreported fractures sustained between age 20 and 75 were recorded
and verified from the radiological files [51]. The majority of
fractures (.99%) occurring in the elderly women were attributable
to low energy trauma.

Blood Sample Collection and Biochemical Phenotypes
Measurements
Non-fasting blood samples were collected before noon for DNA
isolation (PEAK-25 and OPRA) and to assay serum concentration
of biochemical markers (OPRA). Samples were stored at 280uC
until analysis. Assays were performed at the Department of
Clinical Chemistry, Malmö, Skåne University Hospital according
to accredited methods. Biochemical phenotypes, available only in
the OPRA cohort, were assayed using standardized analytical
protocols. Total serum Hcy (mmol/L) was measured using HPLC.
Serum vitamin B12 (pmol/L) and folate (nmol/L) were measured
using Elecsys assays (Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany)
and serum 25-hydroxy vitamin D (25OHD) (nmol/L) was assessed
by liquid chromatography mass spectrophotometry (LC-MS) [52].

Materials and Methods
Subjects
Two population based cohorts of Swedish women were studied;
the OPRA cohort consisting of 1044 elderly women all aged
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org
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Genotyping and Statistical Analysis

Table 1. Cohort Baseline Details.

Five obesity associated SNPs from three genes were genotyped
in both cohorts (Table S1) [33,42]. Sequenom’s iPlex Gold system
(Sequenom, San Diego, CA) was employed to score the genotypes.
A total of 993 women from the OPRA and 1001 women from the
PEAK-25 cohort were genotyped successfully. Approximately 3%
of the samples from each cohort were genotyped in duplicate with
100% concordance. Departures from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium were tested using the x2 test with one degree of freedom (HWE
Program, Jurg Ott and Rockefeller University, New York).
Linkage disequilibrium (LD) between SNPs from the same gene
was tested using Haploview (http://www.broad.mit.edu/mpg/
haploview/). Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS
(version 20.0, SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL).
Using a co-dominant model (comparing the three genotypes,
under the assumption that neither of the alleles is dominant),
genotype specific differences between the phenotypes were
analyzed with the Kruskal-Wallis test and to determine association
adjusting for confounding factors (height, and smoking) regression
analysis was performed. Gene interaction with Hcy was analyzed
comparing the lowest and highest quartiles of serum Hcy levels,
where quartile 1 was considered ‘Normal’ (,11.6 mmol/L) and
quartile 4 ‘High’ (.17.5 mmol/L). The x2 test was used to analyze
association between genotypes and categorical variables. Multiple
statistical tests were performed, however since most of the
phenotypes are dependent, we report uncorrected p-values (twotailed) and associations were considered nominally significant at
the level p,0.05.

Variable

PEAK-25

OPRA

Age (years)

25.5 (25.3–25.7)

75.2 (75.1–75.3)

Weight (kg)

63.0 (57.1–70.0)

67 (60–75)

Height (cm)

168 (163–172)

160 (157–164)

BMI (kg/m2)

22.4 (20.5–24.6)

26.0 (23.4–28.7)

Smokers#

440 (44%)

354 (34%)

Adult Fracture*

–

534 (51.1%)

Total Body Fat mass (kg)

19.6 (15.2–25.1)

26.0 (20.8–31.3)

Trunk Fat mass (kg)

9.3 (6.9–12.2)

12.7 (9.8–15.4)

% Fat mass- Total Body

31.7 (26.5–36.4)

39.2 (34.1–43.1)

% Fat mass- Trunk

32.5 (26.2–38.9)

40.1 (35.3–44.1)

Total Body

1.17 (1.12–1.22)

1.00 (0.94–1.07)

Femoral Neck

1.04 (0.97–1.13)

0.75 (0.66–0.85)

Lumbar Spine

1.05 (0.99–1.13)

0.97 (0.86–1.10)

BUA (dB/MHz)

116 (110–124)

102 (96–109)

SOS (m/s)

1571 (1551–1595)

1522 (1505–1540)

Stiffness Index

98 (88–109)

71 (62–80)

Hip Axis Length (mm)

–

105 (102–109)

Femoral Neck Width (mm)

–

34 (32–36)

Cross-Sectional Area (cm2)

–

131 (114–155)

CSMI (cm4)

–

10281 (8253–13188)

Femoral Neck Shaft
Angle (6)

–

129 (126–131)

Homocysteine (mmol/L)

–

14.1 (11.6–17.5)

Vitamin B12 (pmol/L)

–

308 (238–409)

Folate (nmol/L)

–

18.0 (14.0–27.0)

Vitamin D (nmol/L)

–

92.1 (74.3–112.2)

Body Composition

BMD (g/cm2)

Quantitative Ultrasound

Hip Geometry

Results
The general and clinical characteristics of the women from the
two differently aged cohorts are reported in Table 1. Genotype
and allele frequencies did not differ between cohorts (Table 2). All
SNPs conformed to HWE (p.0.05). Both SNPs from the FTO
gene were in strong LD (OPRA, D9 = 0.98, r2 = 0.84; PEAK-25,
D9 = 0.99, r2 = 0.87) therefore only rs9939609 was used for further
analysis. No LD was observed for the MC4R SNPs (D9 = 0.45,
r2 = 0.13).
The PEAK-25 participants had lower BMI and fat mass and
higher lean mass compared to the elderly individuals from OPRA
(Table 1). As previously reported, fat and lean mass were strongly
positively associated with BMD [26,53], with lean mass making a
greater contribution than fat mass to BMD in young women (data
not shown). For QUS phenotypes, the positive association with fat
and lean mass was very similar in the elderly women, while in the
young women the contribution from lean mass was stronger
(Table 3).

phisms and body composition were observed in the OPRA and
PEAK-25 cohorts (data not shown).

Association between Obesity Associated Polymorphisms
and Body Composition

Obesity Associated Polymorphisms and Association with
BMD, QUS and Geometry

Biochemistry

Median (Interquartile Range) reported for continuous variables; Number (%) for
discrete variables. #Current or former smokers; BUA- Broadband Ultrasound
Attenuation; SOS- Speed of Sound; CSMI- Cross Sectional Moment of Inertia;
*Fracture of any type sustained after age 20 and before baseline.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0088565.t001

SNP rs9939609_FTO was associated with a number of body
composition measurements including weight, BMI, and fat mass in
PEAK-25 (Table 4). Individuals carrying the minor allele had
higher BMI, fat mass (TB and trunk) but no association was found
with lean mass (Table 4). The association with rs9939609_FTO
remained after adjusting for smoking status and height (p = 0.001
to p,0.0001) (Table 4). We observed trends for BMI, TB fat
mass and percentage trunk-fat in the same direction in the OPRA
cohort, but these did not reach statistical significance. After
adjustment for height and smoking status an association with
percentage of trunk-fat was observed with rs9939609_FTO
(p = 0.007). No association between MC4R or INSIG2 polymorPLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

SNP rs1121980 from the FTO gene was excluded from analysis.
The remaining four SNPs were analyzed for association with bone
density, but no significant genotype related differences in BMD at
any skeletal site were observed in either cohort (data not shown).
Polymorphisms were also analyzed for association with bone
quantitative ultrasound in both cohorts. The rs17782313_MC4R
showed association with BUA, SOS and SI in OPRA (p = 0.007–
0.001) (Table 5) and individuals carrying the minor C-allele had
higher values compared to homozygotes for the common allele.
The association remained even after adjustment for height and
smoking (p = 0.02–0.0004) (Table 5) and additional adjustment
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0.31

0.24

0.33

0.47

0.43

98 (10)

59 (6)

116 (12)

182 (18)

211 (21)

BUA

SOS

Stiffness

Total Body Fat mass

0.30

0.21

0.28

Total Body Lean
mass

0.32

0.22

0.28

Trunk Fat mass

0.32

0.23

0.31

Trunk Lean mass

0.31

0.21

0.30

Total Body Fat mass

0.14

20.03a

0.05a

Total Body Lean
mass

0.34

0.20

0.28

Trunk Fat mass

0.14

20.02a

0.06a

Trunk Lean mass

0.27

0.14

0.22

414 (42)

Reported values are standardized b-coefficients; covariates are adjusted for
height and smoking status.
All coefficients are significant at p,0.01 except for those marked a which are
non-significant.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0088565.t003

0.32
98 (10)

482 (48)

363 (37)
0.24
53 (5)

564 (57)

421 (43)
0.33
111 (11)

449 (45)

492 (50)

499 (50)

0.43
170 (17)

282 (29)

0.39
139 (14)

319 (32)

MAF

for weight (p = 0.015 to 0.007). Similar trends were observed in the
PEAK-25 cohort but were not statistically significant. Polymorphisms close to FTO and INSIG2 were not associated with
ultrasound phenotypes in either cohort.
Femoral neck geometry is an important component of hip
fracture risk and we evaluated SNP-phenotype associations in the
OPRA cohort. The rs7566605_INSIG2 showed association with
FN width (p = 0.03), with individuals carrying the minor allele
having a lower mean value compared to subjects homozygous for
the major allele (34.1 vs. 34.5 mm), but this did not withstand
adjustment for height and weight. Polymorphisms from FTO and
MC4R did not show any association with bone geometry (data not
shown).

The association between obesity associated polymorphisms,
biochemical risk factors and fracture was evaluated in the OPRA
cohort. Carriers of rs17782313_MC4R C-allele had high Hcy
(p = 0.06), low serum folate (p = 0.03) and low vitamin D (p = 0.03)
(Table 5). After adjustment for smoking and height, the
association remained for folate (p = 0.01) and vitamin D (p = 0.02).
We wanted to determine whether the association between
MC4R SNPs and QUS was influenced in relation to normal
(,11.6 mmol/L) and high (.17.5 mmol/L) levels of Hcy. Only in
the high Hcy group was rs17782313_MC4R associated with QUS
(p = 0.03 to p = 0.005) and this association remained even after
adjustment for height and smoking (p = 0.007 to p = 0.001)
(Table 6) and additionally adjusted for weight the association
remained significant (p = 0.01 to 0.002). Interestingly, in the high
Hcy group, vitamin D levels decreased with number of C-alleles,
in direct contrast with the observation in the normal Hcy group
(Table 6). As expected, proportionally fewer women fractured
prior to baseline in the lowest (BMI,23.4; 63.9%) compared to
the highest BMI quartile (BMI .28.7; 52.3%); p = 0.009).
Variation in FTO and INSIG2 did not appear to make an
important contribution to fracture risk, even when smoking, TBBMD and any one of body weight, BMI or fat mass were

456 (46)

rs17782313_MC4R

rs17700633_MC4R

439 (44)

550 (57)

rs7566605_INSIG2

362 (38)

448 (46)

rs1121980_FTO

424 (43)

312 (32)

rs9939609_FTO

500 (51)

354 (36)

SNP_Gene Symbol

499 (50)

Obesity Associated Polymorphisms and Association with
Biomarkers and Fracture

MAF- Minor allele frequency.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0088565.t002

Major Allele
Homozygotes
No. (%)

OPRA

PEAK-25

Minor Allele
Homozygotes
No. (%)

PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

Table 3. Effect Sizes of Lean and Fat Mass on Bone
Quantitative Ultrasound (QUS) Phenotypes.

QUS
Variable

Major Allele
Homozygotes
No. (%)

OPRA

Table 2. Genotype and Allele Frequencies.

Heterozygotes
No. (%)

PEAK-25

Heterozygotes
No. (%)

Minor Allele
Homozygotes
No. (%)

MAF
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Table 4. Association of rs9939609_FTO with Bone and Body Composition Phenotypes in the PEAK-25 Cohort.

TT

Phenotypes

TA

AA

b-Value (Adjusted)

P-valuea

P- valueb

#

(n = 319)

(n = 499)

(n = 182)

Co-Dominant

Weight

61.5 (57.0–68.7)

63.0 (57.0–69.2)

64.3 (58.0–72.3)

1.57 (0.69 to 2.44)

0.038

0.0004

BMI

22.1 (20.2–24.2)

22.2 (20.5–24.5)

23.0 (21.1–25.4)

0.550 (0.24 to 0.86)

0.004

0.001

Total Body Fat mass

19.0 (14.5–23.9)

19.4 (15.2–24.8)

21.1 (16.5–26.9)

1.36 (0.67 to 2.05)

0.004

0.0001

Total Body Lean mass

40.3 (37.4–43.3)

40.0 (37.1–43.1)

40.1 (37.1–43.5)

0.15 (20.17 to 0.46)

0.63

0.36

% Fat mass - Total Body

30.5 (25.7–35.2)

31.7 (26.3–36.4)

32.9 (28.0–38.4)

1.17 (0.56 to 1.78)

0.002

0.0001

Trunk Fat mass

8.9 (6.6–11.6)

9.3 (6.9–12.1)

10.3 (7.7–13.5)

0.764 (0.39 to 1.14)

0.004

0.00007

% Fat mass - Trunk

31.2 (25.3–37.9)

32.5 (26.1–38.4)

34.12 (28.1–41.0)

1.36 (0.78 to 1.85)

0.002

0.0001

Total Body BMD

1.16 (1.12–1.22)

1.17 (1.12–1.23)

1.18 (1.13–1.22)

0.003 (20.003 to 0.009)

0.52

0.38

Femoral neck BMD

1.04 (0.97–1.12)

1.04 (0.97–1.14)

1.06 (0.97–1.12)

0.003 (20.007 to 0.014)

0.86

0.53

Lumbar Spine BMD

1.23 (1.15–1.31)

1.24 (1.14–1.33)

1.24 (1.14–1.33)

20.001 (20.012 to 0.010)

0.93

0.85

BUA

116 (109–124)

117 (117–123)

117 (110–124)

20.015 (20.977 to 0.946)

0.87

0.97

SOS

1569 (1552–1594)

1573 (1551–1596)

1572 (1550–1593)

20.881 (23.871 to 2.109)

0.60

0.56

Stiffness Index

96.5 (87.3–108.0)

98.0 (88.9–109.6)

99.0 (87.6–107.4)

20.254 (21.604 to 1.096)

0.65

0.71

a

#

b

Reported values are median (interquartile range); (TT vs. TA vs. AA) Kruskal-Wallis; Linear regression - after adjustment for height and smoking.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0088565.t004

included in the regression model. Women carrying the
MC4R_rs17782313 C-allele showed a non-significant trend
towards fewer fractures although there was no allele dose effect
(52.1% vs. 58.5%). As expected, compared to women without a
baseline fracture, QUS values were lower in those with a
fracture regardless of genotype (data not shown), however,
within the fracture category women with the rs17782313_MC4R
C-allele had higher QUS values ((BUA: 97 vs. 100 vs. 103;
p = 0.04); (SOS: 1516 vs. 1517 vs. 1517; p = 0.18); (SI: 67 vs. 70
vs. 72; p = 0.021)) consistent with a lower fracture incidence.

Discussion
Obesity is an established risk factor for a number of complex
disorders including cardiovascular complications, diabetes mellitus
and hypertension, but it has been suggested to be protective
against osteoporosis [54]. A complex, differential influence from
lean and fat mass on bone strength is suggested [54,55] and the
current study supports the supposition that lean mass makes a
larger contribution to BMD during young age while fat mass plays
a major role for BMD in later stages of life [54,55].

Table 5. Association of rs17782313_MC4R with Body Composition, Bone and Biochemistry phenotypes in the OPRA Cohort.

Phenotypes

TT

TC

(n = 550)

CC

(n = 362)

(n = 53)

b-value (Adjusted)
Co-Dominant

P-valuea

P-valueb

#

Weight

66 (60–75)

68 (59–76)

67 (62–75)

0.419 (20.703 to 1.542)

0.65

0.46

BMI

26.0 (23.3–28.4)

26.0 (23.5–29.1)

26.2 (23.4–27.8)

0.157 (20.283 to 0.596)

0.58

0.49

Total Body Fat mass

25.8 (20.5–31.1)

26.0 (20.9–31.9)

27.1 (22.4–30.4)

0.431 (20.419 to 1.281)

0.70

0.32

% Fat mass Total Body

38.5 (34.0–42.7)

39.1 (34.4–42.2)

40.0 (35.4–41.7)

0.485 (20.276 to 1.247)

0.72

0.21

Trunk Fat mass

12.5 (9.8–15.3)

13.0 (9.7–15.7)

13.0 (10.4–14.8)

0.144 (2.280 to 0.568)

0.69

0.50

% Fat mass- Trunk

39.1 (34.2–42.7)

39.6 (34.5–43.0)

39.4 (35.8–41.9)

0.52 (20.266 to 1.237)

0.55

0.26

Total Body BMD

0.997 (0.941–1.061)

1.011 (0.944–1.073)

1.003 (0.934–1.062)

0.004 (20.006 to 0.015 )

0.52

0.44

Femoral Neck BMD

0.752 (0.660–0.848)

0.751 (0.680–0.846)

0.724 (0.628–0.825)

20.005 (20.019 to 0.009)

0.33

0.52

Lumbar Spine BMD

0.97 (0.86–1.10)

0.98 (0.87–1.09)

0.95 (0.84–1.12)

0.009 (20.044 to 0.061)

0.83

0.75

BUA

100 (95–108)

103 (97–109)

103 (95–108)

1.72 (0.606 to 2.833)

0.007

0.002

SOS

1521 (1504–1539)

1526 (1509–1544)

1524 (1506–1540)

4.227 (1.119 to 7.335)

0.024

0.008

Stiffness Index

69.0 (61.0–79.0)

73.4 (65.0–82.5)

74.0 (61.0–81.3)

2.59 (1.11 to 4.07)

0.001

0.0006

Homocysteine

13.7 (11.6–16.9)

14.4 (11.6–17.7)

14.5 (11.6–18.3)

0.337 (20.355 to 1.028)

0.06

0.34

Folate

18.0 (15.0–28.0)

17.0 (14.0–24.0)

16.0 (14.0–22.0)

21.544 (22.734 to 20.353)

0.028

0.013

Vitamin D

92.6 (76.7–115.5)

91.1 (72.5–109.2)

90.2 (70.3–110.5)

23.744 (26.914 to 20.573)

0.027

0.018

#

a

b

Values are median (Interquartile Range); (TT vs. TC vs. CC); Kruskal-Wallis; Linear regression after adjustment for height and smoking; Units: folate and vitamin D
(nmol/L), homocysteine (mmol/L).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0088565.t005
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Table 6. SNP rs17782313_MC4R Interacts with Homocysteine to Influence Bone Quality.

‘Normal’ homocysteine levels (,11.6 mmol/L) (n = 237)
TT

TC

CC

b-Value (Adjusted)

(130)

(79)

(13)

Co-Dominant#

Total Body Fatmass

24.3 (18.7–29.2)

25.9 (21.1–30.4)

22.6 (19.4–28.7)

0.749 (20.809 to 2.309)

0.35

0.35

Folate

32 (19–44)

29 (20–44)

32 (20–35)

20.931 (23.547 to 1.686)

0.76

0.48

Vitamin D

91.8 (77.2–115.5)

96.8 (73.7–111.0)

104 (72.3–134.0)

4.421 (22.398 to 11.24)

0.46

0.21

BUA

101.4 (95.1–108.7

102 (98–109.7)

104.3 (93.0–108.7)

1.504 (20.5546 to 3.563)

0.34

0.15

SOS

1522 (1505–1541)

1529 (1510–1547)

1538 (1508–1554)

3.893 (22.348 to 10.13)

0.26

0.22

Stiffness Index

71 (62–80.6)

74 (65.5–83)

79 (57.6–84.7)

2.791 (20.1968 to 5.779)

0.16

0.06

p valuea

p valueb

0.48

Phenotype

p valuea

p valueb

‘High’ homocysteine levels (.17.5 mmol/L) (n = 246)
Phenotype

TT

TC

CC

b-Value (Adjusted)

(111)

(90)

(16)

Co-Dominant#

Total Body Fatmass

26.1 (19.6–31.4)

24.5 (19.2–33.2)

28.8 (24.9–30.7)

0.759 (21.319 to 2.838)

0.49

Folate

14 (12–17)

14 (12–16)

14 (12–15)

20.201 (21.44 to 1.038)

0.87

0.75

Vitamin D

93.6 (75.6–116.9)

85.7 (68.9–106.7)

80.3 (64.2–104.3)

27.394 (213.9 to 20.8903)

0.08

0.026

BUA

98.7 (93.0–107.7)

103.5 (97–109)

106 (95.1–107.7)

4.356 (1.732 to 6.979)

0.006

0.001

SOS

1510 (1502–1535.9)

1519 (1508.2–1543)

1524 (1501–1539.9)

9.316 (2.572 to 16.06)

0.028

0.007

Stiffness Index

67 (59.9–77.9)

72 (64–82.5)

77 (64–76.8)

5.445 (2.188 to 8.702)

0.005

0.001

Values are median (Interquartile Range);
#
(TT vs. TC vs. CC);
a
Kruskal-Wallis;
b
Linear regression after adjustment for height and smoking.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0088565.t006

did not reach significance, which contrasts with the findings
reported in GWAS [33] and other association studies [57]. In the
current study, we have shown for the first time that variation in the
MC4R gene is associated with QUS phenotypes. A trend towards
better bone quality with carriage of the variant MC4R rs17782313
C-allele was observed in the young women, but was more
pronounced in the elderly women. Furthermore this association
appeared to be mediated by both direct and indirect mechanisms
which may explain in part the age specific effect observed, since a
higher BMI, as displayed by the older women, is positively
associated with bone strength. Although a genetic association
between MC4R gene polymorphism and bone mass has been
reported, albeit in children [41], we found no association with
BMD or bone structural traits (femoral neck geometry) in our
study.
One of the novel findings of our study is that MC4R is associated
with altered vitamin D, folate and Hcy levels, which are associated
with obesity. Vitamin D deficiency associated with obesity has
been shown at all ages and independent of sex in a recent metaanalysis [58]. The results from our study indicates that a gene
environment interaction has the potential to improve bone quality
through increased fat mass in elderly women, demonstrated by the
fact that the strongest association between MC4R and QUS was in
the elevated Hcy group. This finding is in keeping with what is
known about MC4R expression, i.e. that it is altered in response to
environmental stimuli through hypothalamic neuronal networks,
and recent studies suggest this has an important role in bone
homeostasis [59].
Although in a meta-analysis of GWAS [39] variation in INSIG2
was associated with femoral neck BMD, in our cohorts INSIG2 was

FTO has been well described in relation to body composition
and obesity phenotypes [33,34,36,37]. In our study, we
observed higher BMI and fat mass in relation to the
rs9939609_FTO C-allele; however it is interesting that the
association was only seen in the young women. This is
consistent with suggestions that the effect size of obesity
susceptibility genes varies with age [56]. Although the underlying mechanisms are unclear, data from a mouse model has
shown that mRNA expression of FTO is regulated by nutritional
intake and expression levels vary according to feeding and
fasting behavior [32] and we might speculate that food intake
patterns differ between young and elderly individuals. We did
not find any association with BMD or other bone phenotypes in
either the young or elderly cohort of women. An age-specific
effect has been reported in at least one study alongside
suggestions that FTO could be a genetic marker for peak bone
mass [36] due to the potential role of FTO in postnatal growth
[37]. Our results do not support this however since the women
in the PEAK-25 cohort are at an age where peak bone mass is
assumed to have been reached. Nonetheless this does not rule
out the possibility that FTO variants could be associated with
skeletal growth trajectory in childhood and adolescence.
Although we found no direct association between variations in
the vicinity of FTO and BMD or QUS parameters, it is likely
that any effect of the gene on bone is indirect, through BMI
and fat mass.
MC4R is crucial in the regulation of body weight and
monogenic forms of obesity commonly result from mutations in
its gene. Although we observed a trend for higher BMI and fat
mass in both cohorts with the C-allele, the association with MC4R
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not associated with BMD, body composition or bone quality,
although this is unsurprising since we have analyzed a BMI
associated SNP which is not in LD (r2 = 0.01; D9 = 0.39) with the
SNP identified in the BMD GWAS. In our study, although width
at the femoral neck was narrower in elderly women with the
variant allele, the association was attenuated after adjustment for
height and weight and furthermore indices of bone strength and
hip fracture rates were not different. To date, none of the GWAS
for bone geometry have shown evidence of association within or
near the INSIG2 gene [60–63].
The strengths of this study include the extensive data collected on
body composition, bone related phenotypes and biochemical risk
factors for obesity and osteoporosis. By including two differently
aged cohorts we have the possibility to distinguish age related effects
of genetic variation on these phenotypes. The cohorts studied are
well-characterized, large, of identical age within each cohort and the
majority of women were of Swedish origin. Whether the findings are
applicable to other ethnic groups requires replication in other
populations. A limitation of the study is that biomarker data was not
available in the PEAK-25 cohort, which would have enabled us to
identify if there are age related effects associated with the
homocysteine-MC4R-obesity relationship.
In summary, our data provides novel evidence that variation in
the obesity associated gene MC4R is associated with improved

quantitative ultrasound phenotypes, an important component of
bone strength.
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